EMPOWER HOUR
Empower you and your team with a
Presentation during lunch, evening or other
time. Always gain a take-away skill.
 Inner Focus for Achieving Greatly
 Manage Stress: the Silent Killer.
 Utilize Both Your Logical & Intuitive
Thought Channels
 Your Answers Lie Within You
 Team Focus & Achievement
 More topics at website
Many topics can be an hour talk OR a mini
-class with experience OR a full class with
inner skills and experiences.
Special Executive Coaching program
Lamar Irwin, RScP is an electrical engineer and has lived
and worked globally on an adventure of a lifetime. At an
early age he ‘heard’ that life could be so much greater
than his family of origin. This has motivated adventures
and journeys into learning and training in multiple personal empowerment systems in a search to find ways to
do life better using our inner skills that supercharge life.
Self Mastery is a lifelong pursuit with many rewards.
It is such a joy to assist others and witness that Divine
Spark of an inner recognition of one’s inherent powers to
direct themselves and their lives.
Miracles have begun to happen frequently in life and for
my students and clients. It is an achievable state of mind
through choices of thoughts and more.

Mind Technology (512) 677-4748

How Good Can Your Life Be?

Contemplations
There exists such a plethora of selfdirecting skills within you that will wipe
away all doubt and bring forth such
achievement that you will forget how struggle-filled life used to be... And that’s a good
thing.

Once one chooses to tap into one’s inherent inner skills, one will immediately realize
the old way of doing life is just that: old,
tiring and not very effective. Working from
the inside out is how to bring forth permanent, satiating and fulfilling achievements.

Construct a mental atmosphere for your
desires to be achieved. Protect this like you
would a reserve of gold because it is more
valuable than gold and will bring you ALL
that you desire in life.

LIVE  LAUGH  LOVE

lamar@mindtechnology.com
www.ThoughtCreates.com

512-6-SPIRIT (677-4748)
Life is a series of choices we make. The great news is that we can
always re-choose. There is an endless wellspring of inner
control over our self and our life. Master that and
You’ve Mastered Life

Achieving Greatly class in 2015:
Austin  Denver  San Antonio
Inner Self Management modules | Master One’s
Own Self. Call to schedule
Living Boldly class | Step Out and Into Your Life ~
Coming in 2016

You Are Designed
For Success
&
You Live in a
Creative Field
~ Life ~
that Supports
Your Best Life

Empower ~ Coach ~ Speaker
~ Author ~ Thought Mastery
Pain Management to Elimination
Using Precise Mental Focus

Inspire

Achieve

Excel

What is it that you are here to do in your life? What do
you want to achieve? Who do you want to become?
All your answers lie within you. It is your life, your business, your vision, your field. You are your own resource.
It’s just a matter of access. My unique skills are to tap into
these answers while training you to do the same.

Client has spinal implants and power unit to prevent
pain signals from making it to the brain. And was
taking morphine every 12 hours. After 1st phone
session he turned the implant off; hasn’t been on
since. After 2nd session he reduced his morphine.
Now his life expectancy has increased, his pituitary
gland has been reborn and he is in charge of his life.
*All with a Pain Management Doctor’s monitoring

Life Empowerment Coaching
We have so many inner resources that help you get
solution-focused and desire-based. You can align
yourself so precisely with your desires that any blocks
or limitations must come up and out. Precise ways to
focus your multiple intelligence centers to cause opportunities to come to you. Struggle Grace and ease.

Whatever you dream to do and to be… begin it now.
Learn how to work with the various ways to tap into your
inner potential. Understand the Principles, Laws and
Qualities that focus the Unseen Creative Life Forces

Select your thoughts deliberately to achieve what you
desire. Precise sensualization skills to cause life.



Relax Mind & Body on Cue



Stress Management Specialist - Rare approach

Great success record in pain management, minimizing treatment effects & assist healing noticeably.



Accelerate your healing process



Specific Performance/Task Improvement



Advanced Visualization Specialist



Use Your Logical + Intuitive Thoughts = Wisdom



Develop your mind’s ability to bring you unique and
original ideas...when you want them.



Mental Focusing Agent

Utilizing multiple approaches plus a unique training modality where you re-program your mind and heart to have
your life work as you desire it to be.

Precise Healing Assistance

Testimonials are on website. Superb results!

Custom Mental Focus Audio Files
Alter undesired behavior. Empower from within.
Utilizing the only alternative modality that passes scientific scrutiny for its effectiveness, I will craft a sort of
audio program that you will use to change your heart and
brain to bring you what you desire in life. Some uses:








Who I Choose To Be
Tap into a particular mental/heart skill
Get deep inner answers
Healing
Super-Charge Affirmations
Letting Go of old baggage from life
Set Your Mind on a particular task to achieve

P.E.A.C.E. Session
Personal Energy Alignment, Clearing and Expansion

A seemingly magical way to alter your energies and align
them to your choices in life. Client’s lives change. It appears that the world quite often changes noticeably from
one of these sessions. Truth: It is You who changed.
Depending on what you need, this sometimes becomes a
shamanic-style very deep and mightily powerful healing.

Spiritual Coaching
Heal false thoughts of Separation from your Source

A Licensed Spiritual Counselor/Coach with csl.org;
1999. Special healing and life-altering spiritual mind
treatments. Go to the Source to let go of so-called issues.
Much more. Just ask. Lamar Irwin, RScP is a resource
for tapping into the human potential that’s within us. He
is here to serve and to better this experience of life.

Contact
(512) 6-SPIRIT (677-4748)
lamar@mindtechnology.com
www.ThoughtCreates.com

